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WITHOUT ‘LOST’?
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“What in the name of Jim Davis is it doing on a Grant County water tower? The problem we have here is not one of just poor taste, but injustice.
Comic Sans brazenly disservices the history of Gas City and its residents by representing all that the city is not....” – Luke Shuman, Life & Times
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WEEKEND WEATHER
COVERED BRIDGE FESTIVAL
Many Taylor students will
attend the 40th Annual
Cumberland Covered Bridge
Festival this weekend, and
for different reasons. Some
students will help out as part
of Community Plunge, while
others will get a taste of “The
Most Entertainment in Indiana for $2,” as the festival
is being touted, for leisure
purposes. The festival, which
runs until Sunday, offers a
variety of carnival food, tethered hot air balloon rides on
Saturday afternoon, pony and
horse rides and a craft/flea
market. Students interested
in experiencing the annual
festival centered around the
historic Cumberland Covered
Bridge, which was built in
1877, can find more information at matthewscoveredbridgefestival.com.
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Taylor alumni, Sarah England and Jonathan Friday, showed their Tarzan-themed attraction in the ImagiNations Design Competition over the summer.

TAYLOR REPRESENTED AT DISNEY COMPETITION

F

RECENT GRADUATES RECEIVE TOP HONORS FOR COMPETING IN WALT
DISNEY’S ANNUAL IMAGINEERING PROGRAM

or former media communications
students Jonathan Friday and
Sarah England, dreams really do
come true.
The pair was one of six teams
of finalists for the ImagiNations
Design Competition, which provides
college students with an opportunity to showcase their talent by designing a new
Disney attraction, hotel or restaurant of their
choice.
“This was my third time entering,” Friday said. “I
entered as a sophomore, junior and senior. I made
it to the semi-final rounds my sophomore and
junior year but didn’t quite make it. And this year,
I made it to the finalist round. It was definitely a
dream come true.”
The program is designed and sponsored by Walt
Disney Imagineering, the “creative arm of all Disney Parks and Resorts worldwide.” It creates all
Disney theme parks, resorts, attractions, cruise
ships and real estate developments.
The competition was launched in 1991 and
hosted its first set of finalists the following year. It
was established in order to attract a wide variety

of young people to become the next generation at ing. “Additionally, over the years, we have offered
internships and full-time employment as a direst
Imagineering.
But the competition, now in its 19th year, is not result of participation in this program.”
According to Reifsnyder, the program received
an easy one. Participants work several months
on their design concept, which is then evaluated qualified entries from over 170 different teams.
Friday and England
by a team of Imagineers
d e s i g n e d a Ta r z a n in California, Florida and
“THE REAL PRIZE FOR
themed attraction, which
Paris. Although Disney
utilizes an innovative
will not build these projEACH OF THE FINALISTS
ride system to “immerse
ects, it provides students
IS THAT THEY GET REAL
guests in a 360 degree
with a chance to exercise
FIRSTHAND EXPERIENCE
experience.” Guests sit in
their skills.
WORKING WITH SOME
seats that “rise above and
If selected for the finalfall
below the ride track,
ist round, contestants
OF THE TOP DESIGNERS,
nearly touching a starry
spend two weeks in Los
ENGINEERS AND SPEsky one moment and glidAngeles touring Disney
CIALISTS IN THEIR
ing over a pool’s surface
facilities, interacting with
the next—all without the
Disney Imagineers and
FIELDS OF INTEREST.”
stomach-churning drops
networking for potential
or steep pitches found in
internships.
“The real prize for each of the finalists is that other attractions.”
According to Friday, the concept came to him
they get real firsthand experience working with
some of the top designers, engineers and special- a few years ago. After writing down his idea, he
ists in their fields of interest,” said Frank Reif
snyder, a spokesman for Walt Disney ImagineerCONTINUED ON PAGE 2

MEET
KEVIN
CROSBY

SPIRITUAL RENEWAL
WEEK
Spiritual Renewal will take
place on Monday, Sept. 13
through Wednesday, Sept. 15.
Four services are scheduled
to be held in Redigar Auditorium. Reverend Dwight
Knight, co-founder and executive director of Challenge
Ministries International will
be speaking. He and his wife,
Stephane, are in full-time
ministry, allowing him to
speak to churches across the
country.

Taylor continues push for stewardship by
creating new sustainability job position
BY MANDOLYN HECOX
News Editor

WEEKEND WEATHER

Today

75°
57°

Saturday

75°
53°
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WOMEN’S
SOCCER
WINS BIG

Taylor administration, in a move
showing the university’s strong
desire to promote good stewardship as a campus, recently created
a long-anticipated job position: coordinator of stewardship and sustainability.
Recent Taylor grad Kevin Crosby
was the perfect fit for the position-an undergraduate engineering
major with a passion for the environment, his thesis project for his
Masters in environmental science
was an environmental sustainability evaluation of Taylor. Crosby has
been on the job for less than two
months but he has been busy from
the start, changing out incandescent light bulbs in Campbell, meeting with hall directors about dorm
recycling, and travelling to Indianapolis to accept nearly $25,000
in a recently-awarded Energy

Efficiency and Conservation Block
Grant for Taylor.
“This is the first time anyone has
ever had this job, so we’re trying to
figure out what’s best,” said Crosby.
“The end goal is to try to figure out
how to save the university money
through improved environmental
stewardship.” Crosby started off
the first few weeks of his job meeting with Taylor maintenance in an
attempt to find more efficient measures for maintaining the buildings
on campus.
“Taylor University has an obligation to be careful stewards of the
earth as directed by God through
the Scriptures,” said Ron Sutherland, vice president of business and
finance. “We need to be thoughtful
in how we care for the part of creation that God has entrusted to us.”
A key part of Crosby’s new job
is to motivate behavior change in
Taylor students, faculty and staff.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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IMAGINATION CONTINUED...

stored it in a folder and returned to it
during his senior year. His goal was to
create an attraction that made riders
feel like they were in the character’s
world. This particular aspect, he said,
was crucial to the concept’s success.
After joining forces with England, the
two worked on the concept from December through February. They created a
short video, a booklet and two billboards,
which they submit to ImagiNations.
It wasn’t until early April that they
learned they were finalist. Other finalists teams represented Carnegie Mellon University in Pittsburgh, Eastern
Michigan University, University of Ari-

zona, University of Illinois at Urbana- sued their creative interests both in
Champaign and Virginia Polytechnic and outside the design field. England is
currently working for a non-profit orgaInstitute and State University.
Each of the groups flew to California nization in Marion, where she focuses on
in June, where they spent two weeks job retention.
Friday is now a “glorified intern” with
completing their projects, presenting
them to a panel of judges and interview- the media production group for ImagiNations, which he hopes will become a
ing for internships.
According to England, it was a busy permanent position. All of this, he said,
week but one that she will always is because of the competition.
“At Disney, everyone pointed out that a
remember. Even though she and Friday did not win, they were treated as good story and a good concept is a great
story and a great concept,” he recalled.
if they had.
“When you make the final round, “Just because we’re not from a school
you’ve pretty much won already,” she with a huge name doesn’t make (the
said. “We were treated all the same. It concept) any less valid. The quality of
the story was what let us come in from
was an all-expenses-paid trip.”
After the competition, the two pur- the cornfields and compete.”

SIFE
GOES TO
NATIONALS
BY LIZ GOLDSMITH
Staff Writer

SENIORS
FRUSTRATED
BY LOCKED
ACCOUNTS
BY MANDOLYN HECOX
News Editor
A newly-reinstated policy of locking the
accounts of all Taylor seniors to online
schedule changes ensured less confusion
for the Registrar’s office but caused frustration for some seniors.
In an attempt to prevent graduation
issues with seniors who make a change
to their schedule and then are unable
to graduate, the new move guarantees
that seniors will have to get any schedule switches approved by the Registrar’s
office, which can then make sure the
new move would not jeopardize that
student’s track for graduation. The Registrar’s office has the tedious task of delving through the stacks of applications,
around 400-500 each year, and matching
up classes taken to requirements needed.
“I think it’s been a good thing because
it’s really helped to clear up outstanding
issues that students have for graduation,”
said Registrar Janet Shaffer.
While the rationale behind the move,
which had been practiced in years past
but reintroduced only this fall, is laudable and will assuredly save the hide
of many a senior, the confusion came in
when it wasn’t immediately conveyed to
students why their accounts were locked.
While the e-mails sent to each prospective senior student regarding their application for graduation did remind them
that they must see Assistant Registrar
Vince Small to talk about any deficiencies,
they did not specifically say that senior
accounts would be locked for any and all
changes. This confused some seniors who
went to make a class switch and were
prevented.
“This just ensured that when seniors
made changes we were aware of it,
because we didn’t know until it was too
late sometimes,” Shaffer said. “It’s really
to benefit them. It’s not to create an extra
step...but it’s for them to be able to check
and make sure that everything is ready
for graduation.”

Hundreds of excited college students arrived at a Minneapolis
conference center on May 11. Over the next two days, they crossed
paths with high-level business executives and competed in the
Students in Free Enterprise (SIFE) USA National Exposition.
For the first time, Taylor University’s SIFE team was present.
SIFE is an international organization of 1,500 colleges and universities, 600 of which are in the United States. Teams serve their
communities and create real impact through business projects. It’s
all about having “a head for business (and) a heart for the world,”
as their motto states.
SIFE at Taylor is just over three years old. Last year, its members completed 14 projects, including a four-week financial literacy
seminar and a spring break trip to Honduras to assist small businesses there.
“What it’s all about is the impact,” professor Kim Miller, SIFE’s
primary adviser this year, said. “It fits so closely with Taylor’s mission. What kind of difference are we making in the people’s lives
that we’re helping?”
First at regionals and then at the national competition, Taylor’s six-person presentation team answered that question in a
24-minute speech and audiovisual presentation in front of business
executives-turned-judges. This was no remote-controlled PowerPoint presentation, however. The students had to coordinate what
they said with what played on the screen behind them.
“It was a lot of long hours and late nights of just hearing everyone give their lines, but it
was really rewarding in the
end,” sophomore Hannah
Duncan said.
Taylor’s SIFE team was
one of 170 to advance to
“We had a little taste of
nationals. The teams were
SIFE culture at regionals
randomly divided into 20
leagues. The top team in
but nationals was a whole
each league advanced to
new ballgame.”
the next round, ultimately
culminating in one winning
team which went on to compete in the SIFE World Cup.
Taylor SIFE placed second
in its league, making it one
of the top 40 SIFE teams in the nation.
“There were lots of companies there interviewing because they
knew that they were looking at some of the best business students
in the country,” said Dr. Jeff Sherlock, SIFE co-adviser and professor of international business and management.
This year, SIFE has reduced the competition criteria from seven
items to one: impact. The process for next year’s competition starts
now.
“(This) will be our first year starting from the beginning with
our feet on the ground,” said junior Patrick Sells, president of
Taylor SIFE.
Sells, a political science major, doesn’t see SIFE as a program
strictly for business students, and emphasizes that even churches
and non-profits have a business aspect.
This year, SIFE will focus on seven projects, including helping
the local Lions Club expand their effectiveness as a national eyeglass distribution center.
“In a year, (they) provide sight to 1.3 million people,” Sells said.
“We hope to increase that number to about 2.5 million people.”
Another project focuses on providing jobs for women in India.
The women will make bags, and Taylor SIFE will sell those bags
in America and use the proceeds to support an elementary school
in India.
SIFE’s new competition goal for this year? To finish in the final
four.
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FRIDAY
CHA P EL - T.W.0.

Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.

THEATER P ROD UCTI ON “D OUBT”

Mitchell Theater
8 p.m.

SATURDAY
THEATER P ROD UCTI ON “D OUBT”

Mitchell Theater
8 p.m.

SUNDAY
THEATER P ROD UCTI ON “D OUBT”

Mitchell Theater
8 p.m.

VESP ERS

Rediger Auditorium
8 p.m.

MONDAY
CHA P EL - SP I RI TUA L RENEWA L WEEK,
REV. D WI G HT KNI G HT

Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.

SP I RI TUA L RENEWA L EVENI NG SERVI CE

Rediger Auditorium
7:30 p.m.

TUESDAY
SP I RI TUA L RENEWA L EVENI NG SERVI CE

Rediger Auditorium
7:30 p.m.

RI CE P I LA F A UD I TI ONS

Rupp Communication Arts Building
9 p.m.

KEVIN CROSBY CONTINUED...

“I want to impress upon people the
importance of creation care and stewardship and all of those things; I think
that’s part of my position and that’s part
of my passion as well,” said Crosby. “But
in terms of the job, the nitty gritty, it’s
mostly turn off your lights, turn of your
computer, turn off the water.”
Last year, when the dorms had a contest to see who could cut back the most
on energy usage, Taylor saved almost
$2,000 in electricity costs. One idea in
the works is to possibly meter the dorms
for electricity and water usage. If students were to reduce their dorm’s usage
significantly, every student in that dorm
could receive a rebate at the end of the
year. “Energy competitions are good, we
just need to make sure that it’s longterm, not just trying to get a pizza party,”
said Crosby. “We need the right motiva-

tact him with any ideas. “I’m open to
tion for it to last.”
When it comes to what’s next for Tay- any ideas or if students want to do a
lor and sustainability, Crosby says, “I project...I’m a coordinator here, so I’m
have a really long list. Part of my the- here to facilitate.”
“The temptation is for
sis was making recomall of us to think this is
mendations, so I have
Kevin’s job and ask him
a 180-page paper that
to help us make this
talks about it. Also, with
“We need to be
work,” said Sutherland.
this position people have
thoughtful in how
“The reality is that it
come to me with ideas.” A
we care for the part
will take all of us being
continued push for recywilling to work through
cling in the dorms is at
of creation that God
the various pieces of the
the top of that list, and
has entrusted us.”
sustainability puzzle,
Crosby is waiting for a
taking responsibility
graphic design overhaul
and corrective steps for
for the recycling proactions we take that are
gram. “We are hoping
to improve the recycling on campus in not as sustainable, and being committed
terms of putting more bins in the dorms to accept this responsibility as our own,”
and the other buildings and putting new Sutherland said. “We believe Kevin is
signs on them explaining to people what the right person to shepherd us through
can and cannot be recycled, “ said Crosby. these ideas and options and to help us
Crosby encourages students to con- make the best choices together.”

WEDNESDAY
CHA P EL - SP I RI TUA L RENEWA L WEEK,
REV. D WI G HT KNI G HT

Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.
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Middle East takes initial steps to create lasting peace
BY CORRIE DYKE
Staff Writer

I

Photo Credit: PDrew Angerer (New York Times)

sraeli and Palestinian leaders met
Thursday to work toward establishing peace between the two nations.
According to the New York Times,
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu and Palestinian Authority President Mahmoud Abbas spoke
in Washington for three hours. The
diplomats discussed issues that have
divided the two nations for decades.
After this first one-on-one meeting,
Netanyahu and Abbas agreed to hold
direct meetings every two weeks to
continue working on a peace agreement.
CNN announced Netanyahu’s goal is
to conclude the peace talks and come
to an agreement by the end of the year.
Netanyahu, skeptical of the outcome,
mentioned the many obstacles.
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel, Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton and President Mahmoud Abbas
of the Palestinian Authority at the State Department in Washington on Thursday.

The initial storm was only
part of the concern for citizens. Experience has taught
that the aftermath and
clean-up are just as much a
part of the hurricane process
as anything.

The one remaining untouched
issue is whether construction of
Jewish settlements should continue
in the West Bank territory. For
decades, the area has been under
territorial dispute. A continual
tossup between Israeli and Arab con-

trol has left the West Bank territory an
ongoing site of violence. The outcome
is in the hands of Netanyahu, who
must determine whether to extend a
moratorium on the construction set to
expire Sept. 26.
According to CNN, Netanyahu is
under pressure from Palestinians and
the Obama administration to extend
the moratorium. However, his government supports an end to the moratorium.
This subject affects more than the
housing situation in the West Bank. If
Netanyahu does not extend the moratorium, Abbas has threatened to walk
out on all peace negotiations.
The New York Times stated that officials say the Israelis showed no sign of

extending the moratorium.
Officials believe a more likely outcome is a compromise of limited Israeli
settlement. West Bank areas that are
certain to remain part of Israel under
a peace deal would be exempt, and
extension would be limited based on
an agreement of the Borders of a Palestine state.
Netanyahu stated security would
be a top priority of these agreements.
The leaders are expected to meet
again Sept. 14 and 15 in Egypt. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton and U.S.
special envoy for Middle East peace
George Mitchell will travel to participate in these meetings.
The presence of Clinton and Mitchell at the next meeting indicates that

“We aren’t going to retreat. Even
with all these terrible problems,
we believe in our aims, and we
must do our best to achieve
them.”
-Fawzia Galani, Afghani parliamentary candidate, talks about
women running for election

the Obama administration
will continue to play a role in
the process.
Clinton expressed her confidence in a peace agreement within
the next year, according to the New
York Times.
“We’ve been here before, and we
know how difficult the road ahead will
be,” Clinton said.
Analysts such as Martin S. Indyk,
a former ambassador to Israel and
the Middle East peace negotiator,
agreed that the one-year goal was an
achievable time frame for an agreement. Others were encouraged by the
enthusiasm.
According to the New York Times,
the meeting day was a historic feat.

Referring to Netanyahu and Abbas,
Clinton said, “I fervently believe that
the two men sitting on either side of
me . . . are the leaders who can make
this long-cherished dream a reality.”

On This Day
in History
1794 - America’s first non-denominational college was charted. Blount
College later became the University of
Tennessee.

Hurricane Earl poses a big threat on east
coast, but nothing like Katrina

T

he example set by Hurricane
Katrina in 2005 has coast-dwelling citizens worried.
When word came about Hurricane Earl, residents in states like
Rhode Island, Virginia and North Carolina began to prepare for the storm.
Countries like Antigua, Barbuda, St.
Martin, Saba and the British Virgin
Islands were also affected.
According to bostonherald.com, the
storm started out as a Category 4
hurricane with wind speeds up to 145
miles per hour.
On Sept. 2, when the storm drew
closer to Rhode Island, State Governor
Donald Carcieri signed a declaration
of disaster emergency. The declaration allowed emergency workers access
to federal and state resources to deal
with the problems generated by Hurricane Earl, boston.com stated, .
The state emergency management
agency also gained the ability and
responsibility to organize and send
out search-and-rescue teams.
The order gave officials the power
to close or evacuate specific areas of
Rhode Island that were suspected to
be under a higher risk.
As Earl continued to head north, it
became more tame, eventually dropping to a Category 2. The National
Weather Service clocked Earl’s winds
at 105 miles per hour as it moved
north.
North Carolina was one of the

RLD

states in an uproar over the hurricane.
According to the New York Times, Earl
hit North Carolina late on Sept. 2.
Tourists all along the coasts were
evacuated. The New York Times also
gave an estimate of several thousand
evacuees.
Long Island and Jersey Shore inn
owners boarded up their windows
and prepared for the Hurricane to hit.
Many remaining guests were given
flashlights.

Previous hurricane experiences have taught residents
that a hurricane itself is only
one factor; the aftermath
and clean-up efforts continue
long after the storm has
passed.

On Sept. 3, Earl was expected to
strike close to Cape Cod, Martha’s
Vineyard and Nantucket, according to
the New York Times. The Long Island
Railroad in New York cancelled its
services traveling to the East End of
the island in response to the expected
hurricane.
Officials in Nantucket opened an
emergency shelter at a high school the
morning of Sept. 3. The people were
prepared for a full-force, direct hit.

1913 - The Lincoln Highway opened.
It was the first paved coast-to-coast
highway in the U.S.
1919 - Austria and the Allies signed
the Treaty of St.-Germain-en-Laye.
Austria recognized the independence
of Poland, Hungary, Czechoslovakia
and Yugoslavia.
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BY LAURA VELA
World News Editor

1847 - The first theater opened in
Hawaii.

1921 - The Ayus Autobahn in Germany
opened near Berlin. The road is known
for its nonexistent speed limit.
on-this-day.com

Beach-goers stand on a pier and watch the waves rise in North Carolina Sept. 2.

One woman in North Carolina’s
Outer Banks was able to paddle her
kayak on the streets among cars, the
New York Times described.
According to an article bostonherald.com on Sept. 5, hotels and inns in
the area losts hundreds of thousands
of dollars in preparation for the storm.
Previous hurricane experiences
have taught residents that a hurricane
itself is only one factor; the aftermath
and clean-up efforts continue long
after the storm has passed.

Marion Fun Center
705 West 37th Street, Marion, Indiana 46953
(765) 674-5025

Bowling
Newly Renovated
$5 for 2 games and shoes

Retirement age dispute
France- French President Nicolas
Sarkozy presented a plan to move
the retirement age from 60 to 62.
Over 1 million people protested
Tuesday by marching through the
streets of France. Sarkozy’s originally high chances of being re-elected
have been drastically lowered.
62nd Anniversary celebrations
North Korea- The first leader of North
Korea, Kim Il-sung, was honored
Thursday in the celebration of the
country’s founding 62 years ago.
It was reported that the delegates
of the ruling Workers’ Party would
meet in the capital. As of late
Thursday, there was no hint of the
meeting.
American military captures Somalian pirates
Kenya- Nine Somalian pirates were
arrested Thursday when 24 American
marines got aboard a hijacked ship
in the Gulf of Aden and reclaimed
the ship. No shots were fired. Of-

ficials said this rescue was the first
time the American military had
boarded a ship captured by Somalian pirates.
Russian car bomb packed with
shrapnel
Russia- A car bomb was detonated
in North Ossetia in Russia Thursday.
Officials say the bomb was packed
with bolts, ball bearings and other
shrapnel. At least 16 people were
killed and at least 100 were injured.
Authorities suspect that the blast
was a suicide attack.
Florida group plans to burn Koran
U.S.- Terry Jones, a pastor in Gainesville, Fla., and his congregation of
50 planned a burning of the Koran.
Jones said the burning on the anniversary of Sept. 11 would be a way
to stand up to terrorism. Obama
spoke out against the plan saying
that the offense might endanger U.S.
soldiers currently in Pakistan and
Afghanistan.

Floods and mudslides plaque Central America
Mexico- More than 50 people have
died as a result of deadly mudslides.
The heavy rainfall hitting Central
America and southern Mexico has
also displaced more than half a
million people. Several rivers have
flooded towns and villages, as well.
Mass marriages in Taiwan
Taiwan- One hundred and sixty-three
couples were married Thursday at
8 a.m. in the capital of Taiwan. Sept.
9 was the ninth day of the ninth
month of the 99th year since Taiwan
was founded. Along with the special
date, the number nine in Chinese
sounds like the word “longevity.”
Mortar lands near kindergarten
Israel- Mortars made surprise landings in two kindergarten buildings in
southern Israel. The mortar, one of
more than 115 rockets and mortars
fired by Palestinian militants, was
fired from Gaza. No one was injured.
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FALL SHOWS
FOR THE LOST

B R E AC H I N G
th e

B U B B L E

Now that “Lost” is over, what are we supposed to
watch? The alternative endings to the “Lost” season
finale? Cut-scenes and bloopers involving our favorite characters like Hurley or Mr. Echo? Interviews
with J.J. Abrams ctoncerning new show ideas, the
drool splatting our keyboards and a heavy lust for a
conceptual and non-existent “Lost 2” show filling
our hearts?
TENNIS FANS’ DREAMCOME-TRUE?
No. 1 Rafael Nadal and No.
2 Roger Federer could go
head-to-head at the U.S.
Open finals for the first time.
ESPN.com writer says the
meeting would be “the most
important tennis match of all
time.” The Men’s Semifinals
are this Saturday, beginning
at 11 a.m. Finals are Sunday
at noon.

JACK
If you’re anything
GALBRAITH
like me, your “Lost”
LIFE AND TIMES
DVD collection is worn
CO-EDITOR
down to little pieces of
burnt plastic and your
eyes are bleeding from re-watching that one scene
where you find out that (SPOILER ALERT for
“Lost” virgins) John Locke is the one that’s in the
coffin. I know! Too good. So to fill that empty void
it has left, we’ve compiled a little list of shows that
are coming on air or returning this fall that you
might want to check out.
”MAD MEN” (AMC):
‘60S CIGARETTES
Even though “Mad Men” has already begun.
That doesn’t mean you can’t get into this period
drama which follows Don Draper (Jon Hamm)
and his Madison Avenue colleagues. Ruthless and
conflicted, Don will continue to stay ahead of the
curve and captivate whoever tunes in.

FIRST LADY SEEKS TO
RAISE CHILDHOOD
OBESITY AWARENESS
First Lady Michelle Obama
asked Congress on Wednesday to pass further legislation that would back her
“Let’s Move!” campaign,
which combats obesity by
encouraging children to
eat properly and exercise.
She spoke Wednesday at
an elementary school in
Louisiana, also encouraging
schools to make the food
they serve more nutritious.

”MARVELOUS MISADVENTURES OF FLAPJACK” (CARTOON NETWORK):
CANDY ISLAND
Raised by a talking whale and best friends with
Captain K’nuckles, Flapjack is no ordinary little
boy. With dreams of finding adventure everywhere
he goes, this is one cartoon you may want to watch
just for the sake of regaining some child-like hope
and imagination.

”SECRET MILLIONAIRE” (ABC):
HUSH MONEY
Wonders of wonders, miracles of miracles! This
brand-spanking new show follows millionaires
who take minimum wage jobs to gain perspective
on poverty-stricken neighborhoods. At the end
they give money to a few lucky recipients.
”FRINGE” (FOX):
FANCY X-FILES
“Fringe” will continue exploring the unknown and
unexplained phenomena, digging deeper to find
the truth. FBI agent Olivia Dunham (Anna Torv)
helps scientist Walter Bishop (John Noble) and
his son Peter (Joshua Jackson) pursue the truth of
fantastical events.
”NIKITA” (CW):
O.C. SPY
Assassin Nikita works for a secret government
agency called Division. But, she wants to take
them down, breaking out from under their control.
Will she defeat them? Let’s find out!
”COMMUNITY” (NBC): SITCOM
Jeff (Joel McHale) and his merry troupe of community college followers return with more quick wit
and pop-culture references. Relationship hi-jinks
and academia quirks are sure to follow.
”LAW & ORDER”: SVU (NBC):
CRIMINAL PYSCHE
This is not a rookie television show. Now into its
12th season, SVU features new characters Henry
Ian Cusik and Joan Cusack. Still keeping an air of
hard truth and dramatic twists, this next season
will be just as packed with psychological insanity.

”BOARDWALK EMPIRE” (HBO):
BOOTLEG MAFIA
The beginning of the 1920s is hit by Prohibition.
Political boss Nucky Thompson (Steve Buscemi)
will rule New Orleans with an iron fist. Racketeering, alcohol and many, many flappers will ensue.
”GLEE” (FOX):
MUSICAL MAYHEM
Cover songs and stereotypes aside, “Glee” is a
show you either love or hate. For those that love
it, get ready for more crazy vocal harmonies and
all-star celebrity appearances.
”OUTSOURCED” (NBC):
INDIAN OFFICE
Todd Dempsey (Ben Rappaport) is moved to India
by his company to manage the new call center
there. Crazy capers and cultural misnomers are
bound to appear throughout this new series.
”CHUCK” (NBC): SPY BIZ
After fervent fans petitioned its cancellation,
“Chuck” is back for another season of doubleidentity goodness. With traitors, weaponry and
white-collar jobs, it’s hard not to be engrossed.
”THE WALKING DEAD” (AMC):
MORE ZOMBIES
If you have not had enough of the vampire-zombiemonster craze, this show based off a comic book by
Robert Kirkman will satisfy your hunger. A police
officer helps survivors in a small town as the
zombies run rampant.

STUDENTS “MEET GOD”
AMID CHAOS
VARIOUS LOCATIONS ON CAMPUS ALLOW FOR SOLITUDE AND SPRITUAL GROWTH

STUDY DETERMINES
THE “HOTTEST” MEN’S
DANCE MOVES
Northumbria University
researchers conducted studies to discover what moves
women find appealing when
men dance. Their findings,
published in Royal Society
Journal Biology Letters, said
females saw men as “good
dancers” when men used
“large and varied movements involving the neck and
trunk.”

quietness of my dorm room before anyone
Alarm clocks are ringing. Assignments are
KARA
is up,” sophomore Katie Blum said. “I also
due. Teachers are teaching, and students
HACKETT
like to go on prayer walks down to 2.2 in
are settling into routine schedules. School
CONTRIBUTOR
the morning or at night when campus isn’t
is back in session.
bustling, or down to Taylor Lake this time
However, amid the chaos of fall semester, many students are able to set aside time to be of year.”
While the weather is warm, students are able
alone with God on a weekly or even a daily basis.
to enjoy the outdoors. The
On a Christian campus, these
prayer deck by Taylor Lake is
students have made faith a
one popular site for students
priority, both in and out of the
seeking alone time with God
classroom.
and nature.
“Too many times we think
“While it’s a little bit dusty,
“I enjoy doing my devos and
we do not have time to study
praying next to Taylor Lake
our Bibles and pray, but I have
I like to think the Lord
the prayer deck,” sophrealized that is the major lie
enjoys our special place of beyond
omore Chris Martin said. “It’s
we tell ourselves concerning
awesome to just enjoy God’s
personal devotional time,”
solitude. Just don’t go try
creation and read his word.”
sophomore Eric Solomon said.
and find it now.”
Although Taylor has many
“I have just as much time as
scenic locations to choose from,
anyone else. Thus, I make it a
some students prefer to leave
priority to study my Bible and
campus for a more relaxing
pray outside of class assignatmosphere.
ments, in the morning before
“I go off campus to Salimony
class and at night before bed.”
For many students, spending time with God for Reservoir for my devotional time,” sophomore Zach
prayer or personal devotions doesn’t require leaving Levickas said. “I love to just remove myself from the
everyday and be alone with God. Being in nature is
the comfort of their dorm rooms.
“The place I meet God every morning is in the always a blessing.”

COMIC BY NIC SEGRAVES

“NSFW. A HUNTER
SHOOTS A BEAR!”
YouTube’s latest viral video is
interactive and revolutionary,
asking the viewer to determine the fate of an unexpected visitor. Check it out.

Once students designate a place to meet with
God, they are able to come to that place throughout the semester to focus their minds on prayer,
worship and Bible study. Regardless of the location, spending time alone with God throughout
the semester helps students alleviate stress and
develop a more personal relationship with the Lord.
“I truly believe that any place can be a meeting
place with God,” sophomore Rachel Oliver said.
While some students like meeting places that are
easy to find, others prefer unique locations.
“I go a variety of places when meeting the Lord,”
sophomore Larry Kimball said, “but one time I
found this little nook behind some file cabinets on
the main floor of the library. While it’s a little bit
dusty, I like to think the Lord enjoys our special
place of solitude. Just don’t go try and find it now.”
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COMIC SANS:
T OW ER I NG

A

C R I T I Q U E

BY

L U K E

T R AV E S T Y

S H U M A N ,

A R T

D I R E C T O R

esign is a funny thing—typographic in time for the release of Windows freakin’ 95.
Since that fateful period, the font has, in the
design in particular. Like existence
itself, we almost always take it for public eye, eclipsed all of typographic history
(except maybe Helvetica), and become infamous
granted.
If you set this paper down, I in the same way that Lady Gaga supersedes
would wager that you can probably most composers before 1950 (Even though I’ve
spot anywhere from 20-100 corpo- heard “The Blue Danube” a million times in a
rate logos without getting up. I’m million ways, I probably wouldn’t be able to tell
in a particularly brand-laden area you that Johann Strauss was the composer).
at the moment, and my count would Likewise, even though you read this fine pubeasily approach 200 or more. If you lication week to week, and even though you
pay much attention, it is truly over- learned to read with Dick and Jane, you don’t
whelming to consider how much know that this type is set in Century Schooltime was spent by designers on book, designed by Morris Fuller Benton in 1919
almost every object that we interact specifically for textbooks (he derived the letterwith (that carefully fitted text on the bottom forms from his father’s Century Roman, comof your Cambro DC cup). These are things we missioned for Century Magazine). Nor do the
names of giants—Claude
typically neglect to see as
Garamond, William Caslon,
“designed.” But every once
Giambattista Bodoni—ring
in a long while, our veil of
Comic Sans brazenly
any bells. Yadayadapretenperception is torn by an
tiousyadayada. But you
object so noticeably crafted
disservices the history of
know Comic Sans, right?
(be it well or poorly) that
Gas City and its residents
Comic Sans’ notoriety
we cannot help but conis
an outcome of many
sider the indivdual behind
by representing all that
factors, but how were you
its existence. I am speaking,
the city is not: birthed in
made aware of the font
of course, of our beloved
and
its legacy? Are you
Gas City Water Tower.
the mid-90s, inspired by
part of the recent surge in
From June through
comic books, Microsoft,
half-hearted typographic
August, this landmark
underwent a transformacheap, goofy, childish, etc. hobbyism? † Maybe you’ve
chuckled at the “Ban
tion from just another
Comic Sans” movement,
water pressurizer, in just
now over 10 years old, and
another domestic water
its tongue-in-cheek prodistribution system* to a
god in the pantheon of towering typographic paganda. Maybe you’ve read the recent Comic
Sans monologue published in McSweeney’s, or
transgressions.
Allow me to break eloquence and quit beating rolled your eyes at Cleveland Cavaliers’ coach
around the bush here. That thing has Comic Dan Gilbert after he published an online LeBron
rant using the font. If I had to guess, though, I’d
Sans on it now, and this is a big deal.
To understand why this is a problem, we need say you’re probably just a Word junky and fancy
to step back in time. The year is 1994, and our using a fun and friendly font.
protagonist is a Mr. Vincent Connare of Microsoft Corporation (are you catching the unsexy
vibes yet?). Connare was part of a software
development team at the time, and while workAlright, so it’s more famous than it should
ing on “Bob,” a program for children and first- be, and it was designed on a whim for children.
time computer users, he was struck by the use But what in the name of Jim Davis is it doing
of Times New Roman within the welcome screen. on a Grant County water tower? The problem
As a future type designer, Connare took his we have here is not merely one of poor taste,
knowledge and crafted a replacement based on but of injustice. Comic Sans brazenly dissercomic books on his office shelves. When a prod- vices the history of Gas City and its residents by
uct manager took a liking to it, the font weaseled representing all that the city is not: birthed in
its way into Windows’ standard lineup—smack the mid-90s, inspired by comic books, Microsoft,
dab in the middle of the dot com boom, and just cheap, goofy and childish.

* (except for at night when the lights sometimes look like a tornado
in the sky)
†
To those who think loving Helvetica and hating Comic Sans gets
you into the club of typographic elite, read what Connare said in
recent Wall Street Journal interview: “If you love it, you don’t know
much about typography,” Mr. Connare says. But, he adds, “if you
hate it, you really don’t know much about typography, either, and
you should get another hobby.”

A TR AGIC BREAKDOWN
OLD (—SUMMER 2010)

NEW (SUMMER 2010 —)

HUMBLE

Prior to these recent fateful
months, this is the tower with
which we quietly lived. Its
simple text and message, while
poorly wordspaced, spoke to us
in a near-whisper, and its presence, were it not for its taunting
successor, would hardly have
been missed. That tower
could have been blank and we
wouldn’t have noticed.
Nonetheless, I would happily
go back, with only a couple
minor changes.

Here our culprit stands in
all his unfettered glory—
that accursed purplish-blue
band—like a gag to choke
the garish message written on his face (pretty good,
right?).
Really though, it isn’t too
hard to imagine how this
was conceived and created,
and it speaks to a lack of
concern more than anything
else.

SUGGESTION

OTHER QUIET LOCATIONS:

-Benches surrounding the Memorial Prayer Chapel
-Rediger Auditorium in the evening
-Intramural fields (behind Haakonsen Hall)
-Downtown Upland (it’s almost always quiet)
-Trails behind Randall Environmental Science
Center

Gas City was founded as
Harrisburg almost 150 years
ago and experienced a serious
boom in 1892, when natural gas
deposits were discovered. As people
flooded in and properties spiked in price,
metropolization seemed inevitable (we’re talking New York City level). Gas City was quickly
equipped with an opera house, a bank, hotels,
a race track and rows of business offices. They
couldn’t build homes fast enough, so some people
slept in tents and shanties. Though the boom
ended when the gas supply was exhausted (and
Gas City’s name quickly became weird), the
town’s history remains rich today.
So why not honor that legacy with the white
spire that welcomes visitors and residents alike
to the city? Let it serve as a monument to those
who once rode on the buggy trail along the Mississinewa, those who traveled far to take part
in a hopeful assemblage of culture and industry.
Heck, forget history, let the tower honor the residents of Gas City today. No matter what kind of
twisted lens you’re looking through, Comic Sans
is not the beautiful solution. Even in this modest place, greater attention and understanding
is deserved.
This error serves as a signpost to the tragedy
we face today, as good design becomes necessarily urban—as craft and draftsmanship slips
into wealthier hands. For an area once fi lled
with quality mid-century graphic design, this
blunder is a sad one.
Frank Chimero, a 25-year-old hotshot designer
in the editorial realm says, “people ignore design
that ignores people.” While it’s hard now to
ignore the comic water tower, the challenge
rings clear: next time, graphic designer, remember Gas City’s history and people, and serve
them with all the intelligence and beauty you
can muster.

THE COOLEST
WAT E R T OW E R S
AROUND

While researching water towers, I stumbled upon a couple gems that made me
appreciate the historic art of water tower
decoration. Check out these Indiana locals
(locations self-evident).

(2011?)
In 15 minutes I attempted to
create a replacement to adorn
Gas City’s water tower. This
option doesn’t try to say too
much, but states a simple
message through historicallyinspired typefaces. By using a
simple historic phrase, the city
is given a greater context and
granted a significance.
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itunes
attempts to
network
ping, a new function of itunes 10.0,
merges a music program with
online social networking.
Illustration by Luke Shuman
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had a baby. Users are able to
The next time your Mac
Thad
review songs, “follow” their
makes an unprovoked noise C Harmon
ontribu tor
favorite artists and display
followed closely by a dancwhat music they currently
ing blue orb surrounded by
arrows, prepare yourself for Apple’s enjoy (many artists take advantage
newest creation, curiously named of the space as free advertising for
their newest album).
Ping.
The opening page is simple and
Ping is a software feature of the
new iTunes 10.0 release. Apple’s conforms relatively well to the forwebsite calls it “a social network for mat of the iTunes store. However,
music.” I call it “a waste of time and many of the issues with Ping are
immediately apparent. The first
a detriment to society.”
It doesn’t take much brain func- indication that I would not get along
tion to recognize this as an attempt in this digital play world was the
by Apple to procure for itself even personalized recommendation box,
more of your fleeting time in hopes which advised that I follow 50 Cent
that you will choose the noble way and Gwen Stefani. Upon seeing this,
and actually purchase the music you I immediately assumed that something had
peruse on iTunes.
The program centers on the notion gone territhat online networking is profitable. bly wrong
While this may be true in part (the i n c y b e rsuccess story of Facebook’s creator s p a c e . I
is now being made into a motion questioned
picture), Apple is a bit late to the whether or
musical networking party. Websites not I had
like last.fm boast 30 million regis- completed
tered users and offer many of the t h e r e g istration
same features.
Ping comfortably resides in the process
clutter of the iTunes sidebar. In correctly;
fact, it fits in so well that I was not maybe
even aware it was included in the TUCAN’s
update until I was assigned this wireless
article. In order to participate in had tempothe digital community, you will be rarily failed and what I was seeing
required to create a profile. Easy was merely some sort of digital comenough. However, when I was asked pensation.
After I had checked my connecto distill my musical tastes to three
favorite genres from iTunes’ notori- tions and musical preferences, I
ously limited list of 23, I got a little quickly realized that I had done
ornery. I begrudingly chose rock, jazz nothing wrong. Ping is simply and
and alternative. Next, I painstak- embarrassingly left wanting in its
ingly chose 10 songs from my musi- collection of musical artists. Since
cal library that best represented this is largely the drawing point of
my musical taste, and voila: I was the network, I have to question the
know-how of whoever authorized the
accepted into the annals of Ping.
“Follow your favorite artists release of the program before Apple
and friends to discover the music was able to corral more of music’s
they’re talking about, listening to greatest contributors (Radiohead,
and downloading,” Apple’s website The Beatles and My Morning Jacket
advertises. Basically, this is what it are just a few that are nowhere to
would look like if Twitter and iTunes be found).

Ping’s other issues have to do
with its implementation. While
navigating the program, I noticed a
discernible alteration of my computer’s speed. Scrolling through songs
became stunted, and sometimes
pages simply wouldn’t load.
Still, Ping does present some
interesting features. The “concerts”
box displays a list of upcoming
shows, often with the option to purchase tickets through ticketmaster.
com, which would be more impressive if any artist I was interested in
was actually part of the network.
Additionally, its layout is intuitive
and uncluttered.
However, even if Apple manages
to round
up more
artists and
resolve its
technical
issues, I
still doubt
I will ever
use Ping. I
am under
no illusion
that my
favorite
musical
groups
will put in
the effort
required to recommend their
favorite songs, let alone actually
write reviews for the Ping community. I can’t help but visualize
some unlucky intern or secretary
madly typing away under the guise
of Beyonce, Brittany or Christina.
Even if I found out that Bob Dylan
himself was actually behind his
cyber-self’s behavior, I still wouldn’t
use Ping. When it comes to music
and recommendations, I tend to
restrict myself to reality.
All things considered, using Ping
is like taking a bath in Jello—conceptually enticing, but realistically
disappointing, and quite unworthy
of the effort required to perform.

Apple’s website calls
it, “a social network
for music.” I call it, “a
waste of time, and a
detriment to society.”

top 5
Dr. Rousselow-Winquist is the associate dean for the
division of fine arts and serves as the department Chair
for the communication arts department. In addition to
her scholarly pursuits, she is also directing the Taylor
faculty production of “Doubt,” which opens tonight in
the Mitchell Theatre. In the meantime, I sat down with
Rousselow-Winquist to discuss five of her favorite plays.

3 d t r e n d s e tt i n g
a simulation of depth and perGuys, guys! Guess who I am:
spective, as if the audience was
“Oh man, I just spent $35 on a
eric skala
movie because it was in 3D and C ontributor peering through a 70-foot window.
Audiences had mixed reactions
theaters are price-gouging to
to Cameron’s creation. Some fell
make up for poor attendance. I
in love with the new sense of depth,
hate that stupid third dimension.”
Yeah, you’re right. I’m pretending to be which made them feel more “in” the film
than ever before. Others thought 3D was
everyone on the planet.
The recent 3D trend in Hollywood has an unnecessary, step-to-the-side of filmone event to blame: the release of James tech history that distracted audiences
from the lacklusCameron’s “Avatar”
ter story. The rest
back in December
didn’t notice and
of 2009. As Camdidn’t care.
eron’s first film in
But Cameron’s
10 years (after the
efforts have made
epic drama and
wav e s i n H o l l y box-office goldw o o d ( a n e x e c ’s
mine about that
internal cash regbig boat), “Avatar”
ister starts ringing
carried significant
at $50,000, “Avaleverage and hype
tar” hooked $2.7
as the director’s
bi l l i on) . S t u di os
pride and joy, like
connected some
da Vinci and his
dots and began a
“Mona Lisa.” But
new campaign to
the most-whispered
bring 3D back in
rumor in Hollywood
an attempt to save
was what kind of
their floundering
magical new breed
industry. But what
of 3D technology
producers hoped
Cameron had been
audiences wouldn’t
developing for so
long, and specifically for this film. The see was that their 3D productions were
end result was arguably the most impres- foolishly simplistic compared to Camsive step in film-tech since the projector, eron’s brain child. Films started going

Both critics and fans
alike have dismissed
upconversion as an
ugly gimmick that
hurts both the industry’s integrity and
fans’ wallets.

through a post-production phase called
“upconversion,” which very quickly created a simplistic facade of depth through
eye-trickery akin to the old-school, red
and blue glasses concept that has been a
fad since the ‘50s. Both critics and fans
alike have dismissed upconversion as an
ugly gimmick that hurts the industry’s
integrity and fans’ wallets.
With so much backlash against 3D,
what will movie studios do to bring in
customers? Will they produce original,
creative films that engage audiences and
keep them on the edge of their seats?
No, dude, that’s a terrible idea. Just
send out “Avatar” again.
The film re-hit theaters on Aug. 27,
with a mighty nine minutes of extra footage. Cameron is also hard at work on
two films using his new 3D style and is
currently doing a sort of high-end upconversion for the re-release of “Big Boat.”
Martin Scorsese is shooting his next film
in 3D. Upconversions, even of classic
films, are still getting made.
Of the seven films that have broken the
$1 billion gross, three have had 3D counterparts (“Avatar,” “Alice in Wonderland”
and “Toy Story 3”). Despite the backlash,
studios will continue creating 3D films as
long as they keep making money.
So start saving up for the theater now,
because “Shark Night 3D” is going to be
the best $14 you ever spend.

“Copenhagen,” by Michael Frayn
“In the process of seeing a play performed, I envision
what it would be like to direct that play, how it could
be related to the Taylor community. I also go to the theatre a lot and try to see the award-winning plays. I saw
‘Copenhagen’ when it was a new play on Broadway ... it
stayed with me because it was very open-ended. Based
in history, in reality, yet it does not just have to do with
who gets the atomic bomb first. That is the historical
situation. But you end up not just thinking about those
physicists. You end up thinking about choices, about
friendship and about how things are not conclusive.”
“Equus,” by Peter Shaffer
“I like ‘Equus’ because it is an idea-driven script. The
crucial idea is how human beings have to worship. This
kid creates his own religion, with ‘Equus’ embodying god
in horses. That is why he is getting counseling. You see,
he grows up in a home where his father is an atheist and
his mother is a catholic. The main character brings home
a particularly gruesome picture of the crucifixion, and his
father becomes incensed. That is why he starts to create
his own sense of religion. The play becomes a series of
discussions with his psychoanalyst, and about the nature
of god, worship and religion in general.”
“Steel Magnolias,” by Robert Harling
“Let me give you a different type of play. Those other two
are a bit abstract. I liked ‘Steel Magnolias’ because I feel
it is an idea-driven play, but it is more straightforward.
It is a real story of people you could know, and a situation one might encounter in their own life. Nowadays,
diabetes does not pose as much of a health risk, but it
still can cause a great deal of problems, especially in
childbirth. Shelby did not have to have a child, but she
chooses to despite diabetic concerns. It is a mix of semitragic elements and humorous characters. It is really a
cross-section of women, but it also has a lot of wit and
pathos. Not true tragedy, but heartfelt pathos.”
“The School for Scandal,” by Richard
Brinsley Sheridan
“I like period pieces and the challenge of taking a period
piece and developing a way to produce it in a way that
allows modern audiences to relate to it. Richard Brinley
Sheridan, a playwright from the 1700s, created some
of my favorite period pieces. ‘School for Scandal’ is
very witty, very fun to put on, and can still play well to a
modern audience.”
“Death of a Salesman,” by Arthur Miller
“I have never directed this play, but I think it is Arthur
Miller’s best play. I would love to be able to direct it, but
I feel it is too difficult for Taylor. It shouldn’t be because
it is a classic, and people know about it. I never wanted
to risk it and do it disservice. His characters are unique,
and yet universal, which I believe is integral to making
a play work. The hardest thing to deal with is why the
boys turn out the way they do. They turn out so flat and
hollow, which is both sad and true to life for some people.
‘Death of a Salesman’ is just a great psychological study
that everyone should see at least once.”

opinions
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Why Can’t
We Be Friends?
Do not get me wrong. I have nothing
“Why are you wearing the enemy’s shirt?”
by Julie
against a good rivalry. Coming from rural
No matter what answer I come up with—I
caldwell
Indiana, I completely understand maintainwon it, I’m conducting a social experiment,
contributor
ing a fierce rivalry with the neighboring
I’m a secret spy—the person does not hear
school. My high school and our rival were
me. In their eyes, there is no justifiable
answer. I am wearing an Indiana Wesleyan T-shirt, and much like Taylor and IWU. Close friends attended
the rival school, we battled each other in every sport
IWU is the enemy.
I wear these shirts because my sister attends IWU, multiple times, and we went to all the same places in
and I like to think I am supporting her. I would wear the area. My high school did not let this rivalry stop
a Purdue shirt or a Ball State shirt if she attended us from collaborating, should the opportunity arise.
Take a second to think beyond our relationship with
one of those colleges. I recently asked her if she wore
IWU students. Picture a
TU apparel on her camhomeless child in Marion
pus. She told me that she
starving for a meal, or a
used to, but stopped due
group of high school stuto comments she received.
dents getting into trouble
Should someone refrain
because they do not have
from wearing clothing just
good influences in their
because someone else does
lives. Demanding issues
not like it? If that were
surround us that we need
the case, many of us would
to address. For the most
have slim pickings from
part, each school does
our closets.
fairly well at reaching out
M o s t s t u d e n t s h av e
to the community. Imagmixed feelings about our
ine what we could do if we
neighbors on the other
worked together.
side of the highway. On the
Everything ultimately comes down to what we
positive side, many of us have friends at IWU, like their
accomplish for the Lord. So put aside your petty
student center or attend College Wesleyan Church.
The hairier feelings come from a bit of jealousy of reasons for disliking IWU. Embrace the children of
their financial state and competitive athletic rivalries, God that chose to learn at another institution. There
flag football championship included. There is a com- is something to be said for people who are willing
mandment forbidding us to covet our neighbor’s house, to break the mold and chase after what I think God
and I think that translates directly to coveting our would want us to do.
Next time you see me on campus wearing an IWU
neighbor’s campus. As for athletics, what happened to
“leave it all on the field?” The fierce competition does shirt, go ahead and throw those comments. They will
not faze me one bit.
not need to seep into other aspects of our schools.

Take a second to think
beyond our relationship
with IWU students. Picture
a homeless child in Marion
starving for a meal.

Illustration by Eric Walton

Living in the
“Post-Culture“
Culture
Not Your Grandma’s Sex Appeal
t h e c l a s s o f 2 0 1 4 . Fo r g e t r i n g
I’m heading into my final year here at
Taylor with changes all around. Some are Mandolyn b y s p r i n g ; y o u c a n a l m o s t
feel the strain of the freshmen ladies on
personal: a new major, adapting to the sigHecox
nificant space loss as I move from Fairlane to News Editor campus trying to be the prettiest, the most
fashionable, the most eye-catching.
Olson, a new wing (shout-out 2CO!). Others
“I really don’t talk to freshmen girls the
are around campus: construction, the wonderful landscaping, new freshman faces, and one more first month,” said one male senior. “So much makeup,
with almost no clothes. I just think, in a month, when
thing: skin. It’s everywhere.
To be more specific, it seems there are a growing they’re comfortable with themselves, let’s talk then.”
number of Taylor girls walking around in a shrinking Even for Taylor students only interested in a platonic
amount of clothing. I’ve been semi-forced to ponder relationship with someone of the opposite sex, how
plausible is that going to be with all the sex appeal
this issue, usually because it’s right in front of me.
If I’m a straight girl, and I’m distracted from my in between?
I’m not suggesting a burqa, and I’m not condemnlovely DC dinner by trying to figure out if you’re
wearing a shirt, short dress, or something in between, ing those out there who may be unaware of the emoI start to wonder how the God-designed testosterone- tions they are stirring up. I just think that as growing
based males around us are dealing with it. Driv- adults, this should be a topic we’re discussing. Heck,
write a letter to the Echo giving
ing around the Loop, I’ve passed
your take on the subject—there’s
groups of Taylor ladies wearing
so much I couldn’t fit into this
shorts that could double as swimarticle. Upperclassmen, set the
suit bottoms with pockets. I know
example. Girls, are we helping
it’s hot out there, but people--it’s
each other out? Wake your stylonly going to be a two-lane lap
ish friend up early in the morning
pool.
before class and ask her if your
Because I know several male
shirt is too low—I do, bless Joy
friends whose lives were almost
Mathis’s sleepy heart.
destroyed by lust, I’ve found myself
We all answer to God individufeeling more and more sensitive to
ally. What qualifies as immodest to
how girls, particularly Christians,
are choosing to dress. I talked to several Taylor guys one person may be the style of early colonial days to
about how all the skin on campus affects them. What another person. A key component of Taylor is learning to function as adults, making mature decisions
do they say? “It’s really frustrating.”
Let me clarify: I’m not perfect, and more than once and knowing the reasons why we do what we do.
I’ve spent a day or night adjusting an outfit after We’re not forced to wear dresses and nylons, or khakis and polos to class like some colleges. Taylor just
making a hasty wardrobe decision.
I’m a female--I have that inner desire to be told I’m tells us to use discretion.
As Christians shifting into adulthood, what we
beautiful, lovely, captivating.
The issue of modesty on this campus is related choose to wear reflects both our personality and how
to the concept of wanting to feel desired. Society is much we value ourselves. So before you triple-roll
constantly shoving what is “sexy” or “beautiful” in our your Soffe shorts and hit the sidewalk in front of
faces. Are we buying what they’re selling without a Wengatz, think about the image you are reflecting.
thought? What separates us from the world—a half Demonstrate both respect for yourself and consideration for our brothers in Christ.
an inch inseam?
P.S. Don’t get me started on “jeggings.”
Even as a senior, I’ve noticed the freshmen on the prowl,
though by no means am I saying this issue belongs to

What separates
us from the
world—a half
an inch inseam?

Need a soapbox?
Become a contributor to the Opinions section!
E-mail rachel_kiely@tayloru.edu for more information. Let your voice be heard.

well-informed. Now, unless
I lived at home all
Tim Mcthat news is coming from
summer without any
Dermott
true companionship Contributor TMZ and you are reading
it off of your iPhone, you
aside from my dog
are out of touch with realand the television,
thus, I enjoyed the wonderful ity.
What happened? We are
aspects of our culture that I
frequently miss in my over-pro- not living in a post-modern
grammed Taylor life. In other or post-Christian culture; we
words, I watched a lot of “The are living in a post-culture culJersey Shore,” and was treated ture. Unless the dictionary on
to the wondrous virtues of my Mac has failed me, which it
Miley Cyrus, KE$HA and Katy never has, I don’t recognize any
form of culture.
Perry about five times a day.
Culture is defined as “the
After three agonizing
arts and other
months, I was
manifestaoverwhelmed
tions of human
with culture
I admit that I do enjoy
intellectual
and missed the
a little “Party in the
achievement
bubble. I was
regarded colready to read
USA” from time to time,
lectively.” In
articles about
and I don’t mind catchterms of strict
spouse scouting up on the happendefinitions
ing and catch
ings of
we seem to
up on Randy’s
have fallen
summer, neiSnookie as she transhort. Human
ther of which
scends state lines.
history has
disappointed.
seen cultures
Lo and behold,
that birthed
during our
Beethoven,
annual black
robe festival, I was treated to Plato, Bach, Shakespeare
a lecture on culture. After my and hundreds of other minds
culture-drenched summer, I whose contributions are almost
was very attentive. I noticed beyond measure. Our society
the way the chapel speaker offers ESPN, Paris Hilton
chose to define our culture as and Glenn Beck. Their con“Post-Christian.” Our culture tributions to culture are, in
has constantly been defined as order, on-demand sports news,
“Post-Christian,” “Post-Modern” i d i o t i c s e l f - i n d u l g e n c e
and screaming rants
or “Post-Millennial.”
Without realizing it, we have t u r n e d i n t o Y o u T u b e
been living in the post-culture, videos.
Culture is always named
a place where morals are subjective and good taste is ambigu- after it has ended. We must
ous. I admit that I do enjoy a believe that some day, people
little “Party in the USA” from will look back and, after reviewtime to time, and I don’t mind ing the periods of enlightencatching up on the happenings ment and modernity, they
of Snookie as she transcends will get to us: the post-culture
state lines. But what really got culture, the post-intelligence
me thinking was the fact that culture, the post-meaning culwe seem to have hit rock bottom. ture. Those terms aren’t appealQuite some time ago, it was ing, but at the rate we are going
cool to watch the news and be they can only get worse.
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WOMEN’S
SOCCER
SHUTS OUT

TROJAN SPORTS

IN BRIEF

JON STROSHINE
Contributer

VOLLEYBALL (8-1, 1-0)

MEN’S CROSS COUNTRY

RESULTS

SCHEDULE

0 9 /0 4

0 9 /1 0

Taylor Trojan
Challenge
versus Walsh
W, 3-1

at Indiana
Wesleyan 7
p.m.

SCHEDULE
0 9 /1 0 Midwest Classic at
Olivet Nazarene 5:45 p.m.
0 9 /1 7 Indiana Intercollegiates at Purdue 5:15 p.m.

0 9 /0 4

at Bethel 6
p.m.

Taylor Trojan
Challenge
versus Aquinas W, 3-0
0 9 /0 8

at Saint Francis W, 3-0
RECAP
Women’s volleyball suffered their
first loss in the Taylor-held Trojan
challenge to No. 19 Shawnee State,
3-2 in the first round of the competition. The Lady Trojans swept
the remainder of the tournament.
However, winning three straight
matches, including a victory over
No. 11 Indiana Tech. Senior Trojan,
Rachel Kizer made the sevenwoman All-Trojan Challenge Team.
She had 59 kills in Taylor’s four
matches. Volleyball’s record now
stands at 8-1, 1-0 (MCC).
MEN’S SOCCER (2-2)

RESULTS
0 9 /0 4

versus Malone W, 2-0
SCHEDULE
0 9 /1 0

at Georgetown College
Tournament versus Mountain
State (#RV) 6 p.m
0 9 /1 1

0 9 /1 5

at Indiana Tech 7 p.m.

Junior midfielder Kelsey Lauffer sprints to keep the ball inbounds during Taylor’s
4-0 shutout of Cedarville.

RECAP
Men’s soccer improved their
record to 2-2 after an overtime
win against Malone University last
Saturday. Junior Tyler Beachler
kicked the game-winning shot off
an assist from freshman Kevin
Miller four minutes into overtime
play. It was Beachler’s second goal
of the season.
WOMEN’S SOCCER (3-1)

RESULTS

BY ANDREW MORGAN
Sports Editor

FAITH AND
VOLLEYBALL
For the women’s volleyball team,
what people say about them is just
as important as the numbers on the
scoreboard.
“All we want to do is show people
God’s love and joy through how we
play,” sophomore Courtney Herschberger said. “Actually, winning the
game is just a bonus.”
Taylor’s 1989 NCAA Nationals
winning team coined the phrase, “For
him we play to win.”
Twenty-one years later, the Trojans
still repeat those six words before
every set of every match. Sixth year
head coach Brittany Smith stresses
the importance of playing together
with joy, discipline and ownership.
“This is our ministry,” Smith said.
“We’re going to ask him to let us go
as long as we can, using this to give
him glory.”
During the team’s trip to Israel this
summer, the Trojans saw firsthand
how their play could communicate
God’s love despite the language barrier.
“The Israelis knew we were a Chris-

tian team, and we got to show them
what that really meant,” senior Rachel
Kizer said.
One of the team’s goals for the season is that after every match, someone will comment on how they work
together and play with joy. This could
be anyone, an opposing player or
coach, a line judge, or a member of the
audience. The Trojans have already
received many comments so far this
season, and they are taking note.
“We’re keeping track of everything,”
Smith said. “We want it to be a testimony to God’s faithfulness at the end
of the season.”
The team is currently memorizing
2 Corinthians 5:11-17, which reminds
them why they play the way they do.
“Not everyone can go up to someone and explain to them the joy they
have in their life,” Smith said. “But
we are meeting athletes everyday who
are going to have to listen to us for
a couple hours, and we know that it
makes a difference.”
The Trojans are scheduled to play
at Indiana Wesleyan tonight at 7 p.m.

Photo by Andrew Ketchum

BY DANIEL MORRILL
Contributor

Men’s and women’s tennis both notched inconference wins on Tuesday, Sept. 7 against the
Grace College Lancers, 6-3 and 5-4, respectively.
Siblings Felipe, senior, and Germania Bedon,
junior, highlighted each victory after the brother
and sister displayed strong performances in the
No. 1 singles brackets.
“Grace is one of the strongest teams in conference this year, so having a victory against them
is great for our team,” Felipe Bedon said.
Both matches began at 4 p.m., with the women’s
team facing the Lancers on Grace’s home courts
and the men competing simultaneously at Taylor.
The Lady Trojans opened with a doubles win
from Germania Bedon and freshman Emily Stadt,
8-5. Freshmen Cassie Fleming and Kim Henke
brought another victory for a 2-1 Trojan lead in
doubles play.
Germania Bedon took a 6-4, 6-3 win over
Grace’s Jessica Stolle in No. 1 singles to begin
the individual competition.
“I tried to be very aggressive and consistent in
my shots,” Germania Bedon said. “It definitely
paid off in the end.”
The Lady Trojans kept their one-point victory
margin secure throughout the singles competition, winning three matches, and surrendering
three. Seniors Sarah Billman and Kathryn Carlson captured two more singles wins to keep the
competition secured in Taylor’s favor for the final
tally, 5-4.
The men’s team opened their match with Felipe
Bedon and sophomore Weston Young in the No.
1 doubles bracket, but unforced errors led to a
tie-breaking loss to the Lancers, 9-8.
The two subsequent Trojan doubles teams
countered the loss, however. Junior Andrew
Gnagy and sophomore Luke Tilden brought in a
No. 2 doubles victory, 8-6, while junior Ben Evans
and sophomore Wes Nitzsche took a No.3 doubles
win, 9-8. The score stood at 2-1, Trojans going into
singles competition.
Felipe Bedon captured a 6-3, 6-3 win against
the Lancers’ Michael Blevin. Felipe Bedon’s
record stood at an undefeated 5-0 in No. 1 singles
after the match.
“It’s definitely a great feeling that has helped
build up confidence in myself and the team,”
Bedon said.
Men’s tennis consummated their victory when
Trojan players Young, Nitzsche and Evans all took
singles wins, making the final score 6-3, Trojans.
Men’s and women’s tennis found in-conference
victory again last night, as men’s tennis shut out
St. Francis on their home courts, 9-0, and women’s
tennis deafeated St. Francis 7-2 at Taylor.
The women’s team plays Goshen today at 11
a.m. The men’s team plays at Goshen today at
noon.

SCHEDULE
0 9 /1 0 Midwest Classic Olivet Nazarene 5 p.m.
0 9 /1 7 Indiana Intercollegiates - Purdue 4:30 p.m.
MEN’S TENNIS (4-2, 2-1)

RESULTS
0 9 /0 3

at Cedarville
W, 7-2

SCHEDULE
0 9 /1 1

at Goshen
11 a.m.

0 9 /0 4

0 9 /1 4

at Ohio
Dominican
L, 6-3

versus
Indiana
Wesleyan 4
p.m.

0 9 /0 7

versus Grace
W, 6-3
9 /0 9

versus Saint
Francis W,
9-0
RECAP
Men’s tennis split two back to
back away games last Friday and
Saturday with a win at Cedarville
and a loss at Ohio Domincan.
Senior Felipe Bedon continued his
undefeated streak in No. 1 singles
during both matches.

SCHEDULE

0 9 /0 4

0 9 /1 1

at Trinity
International
L, 1-0

Georgetown
(Ky.) 4:00
PM

0 9 /0 7

versus
Cedarville
W, 4-0

RESULTS
0 9 /0 3

at Cedarville
W, 6-3

SCHEDULE
0 9 /1 1

at Goshen
11 a.m.

9 /0 4

0 9 /1 4

at Ohio
Dominican
L, 8-1

versus
Indiana
Wesleyan 4
p.m.

9 /0 7

at Grace W,
5-4
9 /0 9

versus Saint
Francis 7-2
RECAP
Women’s tennis also split two back
to back away games last Friday
and Saturday with a win at Cedarville and a loss at Ohio Dominican.
Freshman Cassie Fleming gave the
Trojans their only point against
Ohio Dominican.
FOOTBALL (1-0)

SCHEDULE

RECAP
Women’s soccer lost their first
game of the season at Trinity International last Saturday,
1-0. The goal came from Trinity
International’s only shot of the half.
Sophomore Jenna Fahlen had two
close shots that bounces off the
cross bar in the second half.
After their 4-0 win on Tuesday,
women’s soccer holds a 3-1 record.

0 9 /1 1

versus William Penn 1 p.m.
0 9 /1 8

at Butler 1 p.m.

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

Rachel Kizer

Photo by Andrew Ketchum

TENNIS
TEAMS
DEFEAT
GRACE

WOMEN’S CROSS COUNTRY

WOMEN’S TENNIS (4-2. 3-0)

at Georgetown College Tournament versus Georgetown
4 p.m.

Photo by Andrew Ketchum

It looks like the all-white uniforms are staying
for at least one more game. The Taylor University
women’s soccer team dominated the first half of play
and cruised to a 4-0 win at home against Cedarville
on Tuesday, wearing white for the first time this year.
The players wanted to showcase the special look
ever since traveling to South Africa this summer. On
Tuesday, head coach Scott Stan finally granted their
wish.
“I said they can wear them as long as they win,”
Stan said. “If they lose, they have to wear purple for a
game. Little things motivate them in a big way.”
The team certainly appeared motivated, scoring four
goals in the first half. The first came in the seventh
minute when Molly Drooger headed in a corner from
sophomore Emily Von Raesfeld.
“I know that (Raesfeld’s) kicks usually go toward the
far post,” Drooger said. “I made my run there and then
saw it coming, so I just stayed composed and aimed
for the back of the net.”
Just over 11 minutes later, Karen Cleary launched
a shot from outside the goalie box. The gusting wind
drove what would normally have been an easy save.
The ball bounced in front of Cedarville’s goalie, who
misplayed it, allowing the second goal of the game.
The third goal had more flair. With just over 13
minutes left in the half, Von Raesfeld propelled a pass
over the top of the defense. Junior Kelsey Lauffer
chased it down and flicked it past the goalie, giving
Von Raesfeld her second assist of the game and putting the Trojans up 3-0.
The final goal came when Taylor Hale’s shot bounced
off the left post to Cleary, who put it in the back of the
net to complete the scoring. Tuesday’s game was the
third time this season that the Trojans scored at least
three goals in a game.
“I didn’t think we’d have scores like this this quick
in the year,” Stan said. “It’s a good start.”

0 9 /1 5

NAME

Rachel Kizer

HOMETOWN

Griffith, Ind.

LOCATION ON
CAMPUS

4th Berg

FAVORITE MOVIE

“Gladiator”

COOLEST PLACE
YOU’VE BEEN

Bethlehem, Palestine

LAMEST PLACE
YOU’VE BEEN

Does Upland count?

MOST MEMORABLE
VOLLEYBALL
MOMENT

When we beat
Madonna last year

PERSONAL HERO

Jesus Christ

FAVORITE PROFESSOR

Eric Hayes and Steve
Snyder

IF YOU COULD LIVE IN
ANY DECADE

I would live during the
life of Christ.

